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PRGR Driver NEW iD435 to Go on Sale
Athlete model created from the inspiration and
performance of professional and advanced golfers

Tokyo – The Yokohama Rubber Co., Ltd. announced today that it will begin sales of the PRGR driver NEW
iD435 for ambitious athlete golfers eager to improve their games. The driver comes with loft variations of 9.5º
and 10.5º and a choice of three types of shaft by head speed: M-46, M-43 and M-40.
The iD series, which went on sale last December, fuses golfers’ inspiration with PRGR data. The NEW
iD435 realizes longer flight distance with a head shape matching the strong trajectory image—without excessive backspin and loft—sought by professional and athlete golfers and a new design which increases initial
velocity.
To meet the inspiration of professional and athlete golfers, the head has a high back shape so the crown appears flat when addressing the ball for a strong level-blow impact. The driver also features a 435cm3 compact
head and square face for hitting freely without worrying about hooking the ball.
The NEW iD435 makes extensive use of PRGR data to further increase initial velocity and secure the optimal spin. While maintaining the iD driver series’ unique new center of gravity design, which makes the face
center the maximum initial velocity point, and three balance design, which enlarges the high initial velocity
area, the NEW iD435 further increases initial velocity by making the face 0.2mm thinner than the existing
model (iD435). The back of the crown is made thinner and lighter through chemical milling, creating a ripple
pattern for optimal rigidity and a more pleasant hit. The milling reduces the weight by 5 grams compared
with the existing model (iD435). This weight margin is effectively used in the center of gravity design to
realize a large moment of inertia despite a short center of gravity distance (34.5mm) and a shallow center of
gravity depth (33.5mm), to achieve square impact with high controllability.

NEW iD435
PRGR web site: http://www.prgr-golf.com/catalogue/en/

Club Design

Specifications
Loft (°)
M-46
M-43
M-40

Length (inch)

9.5
10.5 ★
9.5
10.5
10.5

45

Gross Weight
(g)

Balance

319

D-2.5

314

D-2

311

D-1.5

Head Volume
(cm3)
435

Those figures are only for reference

※★ Made-to-order production model
※ Conforms to SLE Rule
※ Head material : face – ELF titanium; crown & sole – KS100; neck – titanium
※ Head manufacturing method: face – forged; crown & sole – rolling;
neck – forged 4 pieces
※ Made in JAPAN
※ With an original head cover (Made in CHINA)
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